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 OUR OBJECTIVE

ManyVids aims to be a haven for sex workers by providing them with the 
tools to become successful and independent entrepreneurs. The welfare 
of our MV Stars is our main priority. We use technological advancement to 
equip our content creators with an innovative e-commerce platform that lets 
them connect with their fans and grow their fanbase. Our success as the 
fastest growing adult community in the world would not be possible without 
the collaborative effort of the MV Team who works tirelessly to support our 
MV Stars. They are a passionate group of driven and talented individuals 
who believe that a diverse organization is a more efficient organization. 
Over half the MV Team are women and everyone comes from a variety of 
backgrounds and cultures. This range of experience lets us contribute a 
unique perspective to problem-solving that results in rich, creative ideas and 
inventive solutions. 

Empowering and Transformative

Why We Do What We Do



 WHERE WE STARTED

ManyVids launched in 2014 with the ambition to create an 
oasis for sex workers to thrive independently. Over the next 
three years, the MV Team grew the ManyVids platform into 
one of the world’s most successful adult entertainment sites. 
We maintain that innovative energy to this day. A forum for 
self-expression and hard-hitting debates, ManyVids is a hub 
for MV Stars and members to communicate with freedom and 
authenticity. We are committed to inclusivity; ManyVids fights 
for women’s rights and gender equality, supports the LGBTQ 
community and actively promotes sex positivity.

Continuity and Evolution

A New Era
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WHO WE ARE

Sex culture, erotic interests and amateur content. We’re about 
unapologetically venturing into sexual fantasies through 
captivating visuals, passionate storytelling, and premium web 
content. We push boundaries to create a world where everyone’s 
most intimate desires are no longer considered taboo. We 
celebrate the beauty of sexual confidence and embrace the 
liberty to be oneself.

Pushing Boundaries Through Innovation

We Proudly Represent

•  Entertainment
•  All Day
•  Sex & Culture
•  Kinky 
•  Fetish

Content Verticals
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DIGITAL CONTENT

ManyVids.com offers our content creators a one stop shop for 
everything they need to be successful entrepreneurs. We use 
the latest technology to provide an accessible, relevant and user-
friendly platform that supports a huge variety of market offerings. 
Our MV Stars can sell their vids, store items, memberships, and 
more directly from their MV Profile where they can also receive 
tips, create fund me campaigns and organize mailing lists. We help 
support their hard work by creating interactive contests for our MV 
Stars to participate in, by publishing a Cover MV Girl on our MV 
Mag and by featuring MV Takeover shows live on the front page. 
Our number one priority is always our MV Stars. They are our main 
concern and are our only customers. The MV Team is continuously 
working to provide them with better tools so they can reach a 
broader range of fans and be seen as the superstars they are.

ManyVids.com
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DIGITAL CONTENT

54M MONTHLY 
PAGE VIEWS

#1 CLIP SITE 
IN THE U.S .

14k INDEPENDENT
CONTENT CREATORS

255k DAILY UNIQUE
VISITORS

ACTIVE
MEMBERS1.5M

370k ORIGINAL & AMATEUR 
PREMIUM CONTENTov

er

Some Stats:
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 LIVE AND INTERACTIVE

MV Takeover

One of our most popular features is the MV Takeover broadcast 
where MV Stars take the stage for a 3-hour live cam show that 
lets them interact with their fans in real time. We also stream live 
podcasts and interviews with celebrities and MV Ambassadors 
like Amber Rose, Romi Rain and Ginger Banks.

MV Podcast Team

MV Star

MV Ambassador
Amber Rose

$1.5k-$4k AVERAGE PAYOUT
PER SHOWUS

D

900 VIEWERS 
PER SHOWUp

 to

Amber Rose
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 ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING

MV Mag

MV Mag is the best adult magazine available with professionally 
executed hi-res erotic photosets, in-depth interviews with our MV 
Stars and fun fantasy stories. Available to download from our 
website, it’s completely FREE for all our members and MV Stars.

85k VIEWS
PER MONTH

MVMag.ManyVids.com
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 DIGITAL COMMUNICATION

MV Podcast

Available exclusively on ManyVids, the MV Podcast is a live 
show starring trans comedian Tranna and self-proclaimed 
“sexpert” Bunty. In their weekly, in-depth interviews with cam 
girls and porn stars, these unconventional personalities show 
the world that sex workers are smart, fun people with a lot of 
spicy stories to share.
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 INFORMAL WEBSITE

MV Blog

A unique avenue that lets readers connect with MV Stars 
on a personal level, the MV Blog hosts content as diverse 
as overcoming anxiety through camming, protecting the 
freedoms of sex workers and the best way to use Snapchat.
MV Stars can submit their own articles and express their 
opinions, concerns and suggestions about the MV Community 
without fear of censorship.

5k AVERAGE VIEWS 
PER ARTICLE

43 PLUS
ENGAGEMENTS

MVBlog.ManyVids.com

Some Stats:
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IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS

MV Stars reveal personal details, answer quirky “what if?” scenarios, 
share their honest experiences and more in our exclusive interview 
series hosted on the MV Blog. MV Xposed gives fans an intimate 
glimpse of their favorite content creators while offering MV Stars 
an additional way to promote themselves to members.

MV Xposed
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VIDEO-SHARING WEBSITE

MV Pop

Our vibrant Youtube series connects MV Stars to a mainstream 
audience with short vids that are completely safe for work. 
We put the MV Stars in fun, mildly sexual scenarios so their 
personalities, style and humor can shine through.

Extract From
“Hot Girls vs Cold Treats” segment
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OUR CREATIVE SPACE

Located in the heart of downtown Montreal, the MV Loft is a 3500 
sq ft party zone where MV Stars let loose for 3 days of photoshoots, 
MV Takeovers, live interviews with our dedicated podcast team and 
more. The fun continues with limo rides and champagne as the MV 
Stars enjoy the superstar lifestyle at the MV After Party.

MV Loft
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The lounge area
at the MV Loft



SOCIAL MEDIA

68KFOLLOWERS:
The official MV Instagram showcases MV Stars from 
all over the world! From selfies to photoshoots, we 
love promoting our beautiful and diverse MV Stars.

228KFOLLOWERS:

19.6MAvg MONTHLY IMPRESSIONS: over
19MMONTHLY VISITS: over

16KSUBSCRIBERS:
We recently launched a fun AMA series on our 
subreddit where some of our best MV Stars take over 
the channel to answer questions from fans live and 
uncensored.

@manyvidsofficial

@manyvids

r/manyvids
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MANYVIDS CULTURE

House Branded Content

The dedicated MV Team is made up of some of the 
most dedicated marketers, managers, accountants, 
creators, developers, coders, designers, storytellers, 
and analysts in the industry. We work in house to 
develop innovative concepts and technology, create 
stunning imagery, build strong relationships with 
our members and content creators and provide front 
line customer support with our MV Support Team. 
We take tremendous pride in ensuring our unique 
platform is accessible to everyone to help them 
express their truest selves, from sex workers to 
sexually adventurous people and beyond.

ManyVids Brands

Our Youtube Channel

Our Daily News Blog

Our Live Stream

Our Mag

Our Podcast show

Our Creative Space
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MV STORE

Fans can represent MV with pride in our high 
quality MV Gear! We offer everything from branded 
merchandise like crop tops, panties, custom butt 
plugs, and hats to blinged out accessories and 
specialty collector’s items used by our MV Stars in 
their photoshoots. MV Stars are also happy to write 
personalized letters shipped with those special 
items. Everything can be purchased directly from 
our online shop.

MV Gear
MVStore.ManyVids.com
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MV GIVES BACK

Every year around the winter holidays ManyVids shows 
just how much we care with our special MV Helping 
Hand event where we gift a total of $20 000 USD  to 100 
wonderful MV Stars through their MV Fund Me campaigns 
to help make their ultimate wishes come true! Giving 
back is a big part of what we do at MV. In 2017 the MV 
Team gave its MV Stars a grand total of $325 000 USD in 
bonuses, cash prizes, and more.

Showing Our Appreciation
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MV CONTESTS

All our MV Stars are eligible to be nominated for our annual MV Awards 
where we recognize Vid of the Year, MV Star of the Year, Best Profile 
of the Year and more. In addition to cash prizes, winners receive a 
bejeweled MV Crown and an official badge announcing their winning 
title that they can display on their MV Profile.

MV Awards

Once a week we host a themed picture contest for our MV Stars where 
members can vote for their favorite MV Stars. This flash contest is 
only open for a few hours and the 3 MV Stars with the most votes 
are awarded cash prizes. The MV Marketing Team then selects an 
additional winner who best represents the contest theme. She also 
receives a cash prize and her picture is displayed on the contest page.

Winning Wednesday

Monthly Contest

Our MV Stars have the chance to win bigger bucks once a month. 
Members still vote for the winners but the contests have more elaborate 
themes, the voting is open for 9 days and more participants submit 
their pictures to compete for the top prizes, which also includes a 
theme picture winner.
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COLLABORATION

Influencer Partnerships

From Amber Rose to Farrah Abraham, Romi Rain 
and Ginger Banks, ManyVids makes it our mission to 
partner with the most creative and influential minds of 
our generation who represent our lifestyle and promote 
sex positivity.

ManyVids Ambassadors

Our MV Star Andreena Winters
promoting our new MV Gear

on social media.

MV Ambassador Amber Rose and
 3 MV Stars during the SLUT WALK 

event in LOS ANGELES 2017.

From left to right
(Ginger Banks, Codi Vore,

Amber Rose, Porsha Carrera)

MV Ambassador Farrah Abraham
joins the movement to end abuse

in the adult industry..
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AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

#WeAreMany

The We Are Many Project is an awareness campaign created by 
ManyVids to make the sex industry a safer place. The campaign 
emphasizes several initiatives that fight to end sexual violence, 
harassment, victim blaming and slut shaming. We encourage 
content creators and their fans to stand together and speak out 
against abuse with one voice. 

Between Dec 11 and Dec 15 2017, ManyVids donated a portion of 
every sale made on the site to the Sex Workers Outreach Project, 
an organization committed to ending violence against sex workers.
We raised $325 000 USD to give directly to SWOP-USA! We’re so 
proud to be able to help end abuse in the sex industry.

Extract From the viral 
video “We Are Many”
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT

ManyVids understands that being a part of the sex industry is a unique 
experience that not many people outside of the community can understand. 
This disconnect becomes especially apparent when we are suffering and 
need to reach out for emotional support. We often find no one understands 
what adult entertainers go through, who can listen without judgment or 
who can offer advice that is useful to our distinct situation. ManyVids 
launched an in-house hotline dedicated to supporting content creators in 
the sex-industry. It is a free, confidential and easily accessible resource 
that MV Stars can rely on when they need emotional or psychological 
support, want to ask questions about the industry or need to find local 
resources.

MV Community Support Hotline



From the MV Team

THANK YOU

Sexuality is an essential component in our society. We at ManyVids 
embrace this fact and work hard to implement standards that will 
positively impact the adult industry. Our platform empowers sex 
workers to be successful entrepreneurs in a safe, independent, 
and fun environment. We hope you will join us in our journey to 
revolutionize the billion dollar adult entertainment industry and 
shine a light into the darkness.

For all media inquiries please contact:

stephanie.p@manyvids.com 
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Thank You!


